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Blue title fades up quickly and fades out:
"Not so long ago in a supermarket not so far away..."
[The empire march theme plays]
2 spaceships flying through the air. The smaller one (a container of veggies,
including Princess Lettuce) is being fired on by the larger one (a shopping cart
full of groceries). The small ship is drawn toward the cart and pulled inside.
Obi-Wan Canoli VO:
These are dark times, young Cuke.
Cut to Obi-Wan's Organic section home. He is sitting there lecturing young Cuke.
Obi:
For over a thousand generations, organic food like us lived in harmony with the
ways of The Farm.
Cuke:
The Farm?
Obi:
Yes Cuke, The Farm is what gives us our power. It's a kind of "field" that creates
all edible things. But, alas, the market has been taken over by ... the Dark Side of
the Farm.
[empire music starts ] Shots of marching Eggtroopers, bottles of pesticide, rows
of cereal box spaceships, milk cartons, bananas with guns, Thai fighters, and
shopping cart star destroyers
An empire of pollution and pesticides has ruthlessly conquered the market,
nearly wiping out our organic birthright with unsustainable, short-sighted
practices like genetic engineering ... irradiation ... and massive chemical
pesticide use.
Insert footage of these processes: a GE mutant tomato getting an injection,food
on a conveyor belt getting exposed to an atomic core, and fruit getting sprayed
and coughing. Then a shot of a line of price guns repeatedly dropping on
produce
Seduced by artificially lower prices, people don’t even want to know where their
food comes from. The true ways of The Farm are now almost forgotten.
[Music swells and ends. Slight silent pause.]

Obi VO:
But there is a new hope.
Main title bursts on: “Grocery STORE WARS” (Main Star Wars theme music
blares in)
Obi VO:
A growing resistance called the Organic Rebellion is fighting back.
Cut to scenes of rebels (a group of mixed fruit all with the same helmets) fighting
with Eggtrooper in the supermarket hallways. Eggs getting smashed, pears
falling over dead, etc.
C3-Peanut struggle down a hall as lasers fly around him.
C3-Peanut:
Tofu-D2 where are you?
Tofu-D2 rolls across the hall just behind him.
Obi VO:
You must learn the ways of the Farm if you are to join the rebellion, and rescue
Princess Lettuce.
Cut to: the hologram of Princess Lettuce
Princess Lettuce:
Help me, Obi-Wan Canoli, you're my only hope!
Cut to Cuke and Obi meeting Ham Solo and Chewbroccoli in the Salad Bar,
strange exotic produce abounds. [Creature Cantina music plays.]
Obi VO: Of course, you will need friends to help you along the way.
Ham :
I’m Ham Solo. Captain of the Millennium Scallion. I hear your lookin' for passage
to the Organic system?
Obi:
Yes indeed, if it's a fast ship.
Ham:
Sure is, and I’ve got the best co-pilot in the produce section, Chewbroccoli!
(pan over to Chewbroccoli. he roars (original chewy roar)
[Space fight music plays.]
Obi VO:

There will be many dangers.
Cut to Cuke, Ham, Chewy and Obi in the cockpit.
Cuke:
Watch out for those Thai fighters!
Cut to bottles of Thai peanut sauce, attacking the Millennium Scallion.
Ham:
I see em, I see em!
Cuke:
Quick! They're heading for that small moon!
Obi looks out the window at the Death Melon.
Obi:
That's no moon ... that's a Melon!
All:
The Death Melon!!!
Obi:
That giant fruit threatens us all.
Cut to Princess Lettuce in her cell.
Door shoots open, Cuke rushes in with a storm trooper egg shell on his head.
Lettuce:
A little tall for an egg, aren't you?
Cuke :
Oh, the uniform. (takes off shell)
Oh, the uniform! I'm Cuke Skywalker. I'm here to rescue you! I''m here with Obi
Wan Canoli . Come on!
Princess Lettuce:
For luck.
Cut to Cuke and Leia on the rope swing bridge. They kiss.
They swing across the gap, and hit the wall on the other side, splatter and fall.
Obi VO:
Your path will not be easy…
Cut to Cuke in a dark aisle, alone, with his lightsaber drawn.

[Music fades, maybe goes back to the Imperial March]
Obi VO:
…for you must confront the evil lord of the Dark Side -- Darth Tader!
We hear breathing, Darth Tater emerges from the shadows. And moves slowly,
menacingly toward the camera
Obi VO:
Tader was once a pupil of mine, before he turned to Dark Side of the Farm. He's
now more chemical than vegetable, twisted and evil. He betrayed and murdered
your father, Organakin Skywalker.
Their light saber's ignite. He and Cuke start to fight.Now standing on a produce
scale. Tater slashes off Cuke's “hand” and lightsaber. The scale looses 1oz.
Cuke:
Ahhhh!!!
Tater:
Obi Wan never told you about your father.
Cuke:
He told me enough ... he told me you killed him!
Tater:
No ... I am your father.
Cuke:
That's really impossible!
Tater:
Search your peelings, Cuke, you know it to be true! Join me, and together we
can rule the supermarket as father and son!
Cuke:
Noooo, I'll never join you!
Cuke jumps (falls) off the scale. [Music returns to the main theme.]
Cut to: Cuke in an an x-wing made a plastic produce box
Obi VO:
Learn about the Farm Cuke, help the Rebels expose the Dark Side’s
technological short cuts and their true costs. We must win this battle!
Cuke approaching the Death Melon. Lasers fly all around them.
Obi VO:

Use the Farm Cuke! Stretch out with your peelings!
Cuke turns off his targeting computer,shoots
and blows up the Death Melon.
Cut back to Obi lecturing.
Obi:
It is up to you, Cuke. You're the rebels last hope. Isn't that right, Yogurt?
Pan over to Yogurt.
Yogurt:
Strong with The Farm is he. But our last hope, Cuke is not. There is another ...
[Yogurt points his cane at the screen] ... you!
Zoom out, the other characters are placed in the scene in a final lineup, as
Yogurt gives the closing message.
Yogurt:
When the market you visit, you can keep your family and your planet safe from
the Dark Side by choosing organic.
All:
May the Farm Be With You -- Always! (Chewy roars.)
[Music swells and ends.]
THE END

